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Microplane Model for Fracturing
Damage of Triaxially Braided
Fiber-Polymer Composites
A material model for the fracturing behavior for braided composites is developed and
implemented in a material subroutine for use in the commercial explicit finite element
code ABAQUS. The subroutine is based on the microplane model in which the constitutive
behavior is defined not in terms of stress and strain tensors and their invariants but in
terms of stress and strain vectors in the material mesostructure called the “microplanes.”
This is a semi-multiscale model, which captures the interactions between inelastic phe-
nomena such as cracking, splitting, and frictional slipping occurring on planes of various
orientations though not the interactions at a distance. To avoid spurious mesh sensitivity
due to softening, the crack band model is adopted. Its band width, related to the material
characteristic length, serves as the localization limiter. It is shown that the model can
realistically predict the orthotropic elastic constants and the strength limits. More impor-
tantly, the present model can also fit the tests of size effect on the strength of notched
specimens and the post-peak behavior, which have been conducted for this purpose.
When used in the ABAQUS software, the model gives a realistic picture of the axial crush-
ing of a braided tube by a divergent plug. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003102�
Introduction

Lightweight composites with braided fiber reinforcements have
he advantage of a relatively high specific energy absorption. This
eature is especially pronounced for two-dimensional triaxially
raided composites �2DTBCs�, which have recently been consid-
red for primary structural applications in automotive designs.
he 2DTBCs are usually made up of several layers of polymer
atrix, each of them reinforced by axial tows and bias tows of

wo opposite in-plane inclinations. The objective of this study is to
odel the stiffness, strength, and fracturing behavior of the

DTBC, including the size effects.
In the compression crushing process of a braided composite,

racking of the matrix is accompanied by buckling and kinking of
he embedded tows followed by breakage of the tows �1–5�. These
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damage modes are strongly influenced by the geometry of the
braid. Emphasis is placed both on the in-plane orientation of the
tows and the height-to-length ratio of the wave of their undulation
in the out-of-plane direction. The undulation of the axial and
braider tows has a strong effect on the axial stiffness of the com-
posite and the local buckling strength of the embedded tows, as
suggested by the analysis in Refs. �6,7� and experimentally con-
firmed in Refs. �1,2,8�.

The strong mechanical link between the braid geometry and the
macroscopic stiffness, strength and energy absorption makes mi-
cromechanical modeling suitable for describing the fracture pro-
cess of these composites. A detailed mesoscale analysis based on
the finite element analysis can provide useful insight in the frac-
ture process of braided composites �2,9,10�. However, this type of
mesoscale analysis can be computationally expensive, often fails
to converge, and does not allow the dominant features of macro-
scopic behavior to be easily extracted �11,12�.
Alternative previous approaches describe the response of
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raided composites phenomenologically by means of macroscopic
onstitutive models used within the framework of classical con-
inuum damage mechanics. For these models, the material model
arameters were not directly related to the geometry of the com-
osite mesostructure and must be determined by a strictly empiri-
al fitting of the results for each particular type of composite with
ifferent braid angles, undulation wave heights, fiber contents, etc.

This study presents the development of a microplane constitu-
ive model for the elastic behavior and distributed fracturing of the
DTBC. The microplane approach is computationally less expen-
ive, conceptually clearer, and more robust than a fully multiscale
pproach while being able to resolve the details of damage better
han the classical tensorial constitutive models.

Microplane Model for Braided Composites
The microplane model has already been very successful for

ther quasi-brittle materials �concrete, rock, soils, foams, and
omposites laminated from unidirectional prepregs� �13–25�. In
his model, the constitutive behavior is described not by tensors
nd their invariants but by stress and strain vectors on planes �or
microplanes”� of various representative orientations in the mate-
ial microstructure. The advantage is that the model can approxi-
ately capture the basic physical phenomena having distinct ori-

ntations in the mesostructure. This is particularly important for
he cracking damage in the 2DTBC in tension and compression.
nother advantage is that the energy dissipation is captured sepa-

ately for planes of various orientations in the microstructure. This
acilitates modeling, and is useful for maximizing the energy dis-
ipation as a sum of energy dissipations on all the microplanes.

The inelastic phenomena in the representative unit cell �RUC�
f material in the microplane model are collapsed into one mac-
ocontinuum point, but their orientations are preserved. Thus, the
icroplane model is semi-multiscale—it captures interactions

mong various orientations though not the interactions at a dis-
ance that are exhibited by nonlocal damage models �26�.

The fracturing of the matrix is rather diffuse and multidirec-
ional, and so the matrix does not necessitate the microplane

odel. It may simply be described by the isotropic damage model,
s recently used in Ref. �27�. The tows, on the other hand, act in
efined directions and thus are described by the microplane ap-
roach. The input parameters are related to the geometry and me-
hanical properties of the components of the composites. How-
ver, the link to the mesoscale makes possible an easier and
learer determination of these parameters.

2.1 Elastic Behavior. Although they are made of transversely
sotropic fiber tows embedded in isotropic matrix, the triaxially
oven composites are known to exhibit orthotropic elasticity due

o the specific orientation and situation of various components that
annot be overlooked �28–33�.

The macroscopic constitutive model consists of four compo-
ents representing the mechanical response of matrix, the axial
ows, and the left and right braider tows. The axial tows and the

atrix that connect them are assumed to form a plate. In such a
late, in the axial direction, the axial tows and the matrix in be-
ween the axial tows are coupled in parallel. But in the lateral
irection, they are coupled in series. The inclined tows are as-
umed to be coupled in parallel to this axial tow/matrix tow plate.

The geometries of the axial tows and the left and right braider
ows are particularly suitable for microplane modeling because the
istinct directional aspects of the undulation and tow braiding can
e captured separately. With respect to stiffness, the main effect of
he tow undulation is that the axial force in the tow direction
roduces shear forces on planes of varying inclinations normal to
he tow of varying slope. By identifying the inclined planes with
he microplanes, the shear forces are automatically reproduced on
he microplanes. Ideally, the planes of all inclinations could be
epresented by the microplanes but for the sake of simplicity, it

uffices to sample among all the possible inclinations only three.
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This is done by three microplanes whose normals correspond to
the mean, minimum, and maximum slopes of the tows within each
wavelength. These inclinations automatically induce out-of-plane
stresses produced by the axial forces acting along an undulating
tow.

To determine the stress tensor that corresponds to a given strain
tensor, first, the normal strain on a microplane may be calculated,

�N = N · � · N �1�

where N is the normal vector of the microplane.
The normal stress �N that corresponds to this normal strain is

given by the constitutive relation

�N = EN�N �2�

where EN is the elastic normal stiffness corresponding to the mi-
croplane. The stress tensor for any fiber tow would then be given
by

� =
1

3�
�=1

3

�NN� � N� �3�

where subscript �=1,2 ,3 labels the typical directions of undula-
tion for a given fiber tow. In addition, any inclination of such tows
with respect to the global system of axes should be taken into
account separately. We note that, in fact, a higher level microplane
model could also be constructed in which the fiber tows of various
inclinations are represented on microplanes whose orientations
coincide with the orientations of these tows. Then, the above
equation could be applied recursively. However, in what follows,
we construct microplane models for individual structural elements
that constitute the braided composite. For simplicity, we choose
not to pursue a higher order microplane model and instead directly
assemble the contributions from these structural components in
accordance with general mechanics principles.

According to the microplane concept, the stiffness matrix for
the undulating axial fiber tows represented by three microplanes
�labeled by �=1,2 ,3� is given by �superscript or subscript “f”
generally refers to fiber tows�

Kaxt = Vf

1

3�
�=1

3

�Eaxial
f N�

axt
� N�

axt
� N�

axt
� N�

axt + Elateral
f �M�

axt
� M�

axt

� M�
axt

� M�
axt + L�

axt
� L�

axt
� L�

axt
� L�

axt�� + �1 − Vf�Km �4�

in which Vf is given with respect to one axial fiber tow,
N�

axt ,M�
axt ,L�

axt form a system of rectangular coordinates at a ge-
neric microplane �, Eaxial

f and Elateral
f are the axial and lateral elas-

tic moduli of the fibers only, respectively, and finally, Km is the
stiffness tensor of the isotropic polymer matrix inside one undu-
lating axial tow. By inverting Kaxt, one can obtain the compliance
from which the elastic properties E1

axt, E2
axt, E3

axt, �12
axt /E1

axt,
�13

axt /E1
axt, and �23

axt /E2
axt of the undulating axial tows can be

inferred.
Various mesomechanical simulations �34� suggested that the

matrix between the axial tows works in transferring loads in the
lateral direction and stiffens the axial response. Approximately,
the matrix between the axial tows works in parallel coupling with
the axial tows in axial loading direction, but in series coupling
with the axial tows in the lateral loading direction. This fact can-
not be overlooked because otherwise it would be impossible to
correctly model the axial stiffnesses in the two directions using
the same set of elementary properties for the constituents. The
fiber tows are permeated by the polymer matrix bonding the fi-
bers, and that part of the matrix must be treated as part of the tow.
Since recent research indicates that the properties of the polymer
matrix phase on the microscale within the tows are not the same
�35� as those of the matrix phase in the bulk between the tows
�which can only be explained by dominance of interface effects of

the fibers�, a different stiffness should be used for the tow matrix.
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owever, the same properties are assumed here since the effect of
he difference is numerically equivalent to adjusting the volume
ubdivision between the tow matrix and the bulk matrix, which is
alibrated empirically.

The tow matrix is considered to have the same undulation as
he tow itself. In any given undulation direction, the plate consist-
ng of the axial tow and the matrix tow must have elastic behavior
hat reflects the parallel coupling in the axial direction and series
oupling in the lateral direction. Such couplings lead to the fol-
owing elastic orthotropic constitutive equations for the axial tow
late:

��1

�2

�3
� = � 1/E1 − �21/E2 − �31/E3

− �12/E1 1/E2 − �32/E3

− �13/E1 − �23/E2 1/E3
	

axtp

��1

�2

�3
� �5�

long with �i=�i /Gi
axtp for i=4,5 ,6 where

E1
axtp = VaxtE1

axt + VaxmEm

E2
axtp = 
Vaxt

E2
axt +

Vaxm

Em
�−1

E3
axtp = VaxtE3

axt + VaxtEm

�12
axtp = E1

axtp
�12
axtVaxt

E1
axt + �m

Vaxm

Em
�

�13
axtp = E1

axtp
�13
axtVaxt

E1
axt + �m

Vaxm

Em
�

�23
axtp = E2

axtp
�23
axtVaxt

E1
axt + �m

Vaxm

Em
�

G4
axtp = 
 Vaxt

G4
axt +

Vaxm

Gm
�−1

G5
axtp = 
 Vaxt

G5
axt +

Vaxm

Gm
�−1

G6
axtp = VaxtG6

axt + VaxmGm

here E1 ,E2 ,E3 ,G4 ,G5 ,G6=macroscopic axial and shear elastic
oduli of the braided composite for the three directions of orthot-

opy, �ij =orthotropic Poisson’s ratios, and V denotes the volume
ractions in the composite. The superscripts or subscripts have the
ollowing meanings: “m” is matrix, “axt” is axial tows, “it” is
nclined tows, “ax” is axial, “axm” is matrix between axial tows,
axtp” is axial tow plate. Em ,�m=Young’s modulus and Pois-
on’s ratio for the polymer matrix, respectively, and Eax ,Eit
axial elastic moduli of the axial and inclined tows, respectively.
he values of material constants for the constituents of the

able 1 Elastic properties of various constituents of the
DTBC used in the model

raider angles �=30,45,60 �deg�

m for the matrix, MPa 7520

m for the matrix 0.36

ax for axial tows, MPa 115,900

it for inclined tows, MPa 102,050

axt for axial tows 0.408

axm for the matrix between axial tows 0.272

it for inclined tows 0.120

m for the matrix between layers 0.200
DTBC used as input in the calculations are shown in Table 1.

ournal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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Similarly, using only three microplanes that describe the undu-
lation of the inclined braids, the stiffness of the left and right
inclined braids can be obtained as

Klit =
1

3�
�=1

3

EitN�
lt

� N�
lt

� N�
lt

� N�
lt

Krit =
1

3�
�=1

3

EitN�
rt

� N�
rt

� N�
rt

� N�
rt �6�

Based on the volume fraction of each constituent, the total axial
stress in the braided composite may then be written as

� = �1 − Vaxtp − 2Vit��m + Vaxtp�axtp + Vit��lit + �rit� �7�
where the volume fractions are with respect to the braided com-
posite as a whole. The first term in this equation refers to the thin
matrix layers located between the axial tow and the inclined
braider tows and constitutes a relatively small fraction of the total
volume.

The in-plane and out-of-plane geometries of the braids are
shown on the left and right of Fig. 1, respectively �where lR
=10 mm and lB=20 mm for 30 deg braided composite, lR
=13.28 mm and lB=18.78 mm for 45 deg braided composite,
and lR=18.2 mm and lB=21.01 mm for 60 deg braided compos-
ite�. Let � be the angle between the braider and axial tows, and s
be the spacing of the axial tows. Then, the length of the center-
lines of the axial and braider tows contained within a RUC can be
calculated as lR=s / tan � and lB=s /sin �, where lR and lB
=lengths projected onto the middle plane of composite. As a sim-
plification, the undulation can be assumed to follow a sine curve
with the average imperfection amplitudes of a and ab for the axial
and braider tows, respectively. Further, let l be the half-
wavelength of the tow over one RUC, and let a be the amplitude
that is measured on the appropriate specimen sections �3�. The
braider tow is assumed to be completely contained inside the
laminate. When no laboratory measurements are available, the
braider amplitude can conservatively be taken as t /2, where t is
the total �final� thickness of one layer of the cured composite
braider laminate.

Based on the parameter values given in Table 1, the model
yields the elastic constants for the 2DTBCs with three different
inclination angles of the inclined braids; see Table 2.

2.2 Cohesive Fracturing Behavior. In the cohesive fractur-
ing model chosen for the microplane analysis of 2DTBC fracture,
all the components of the stress tensor in the matrix are assumed
to be reduced in the same ratio by a scalar damage parameter.
Compared with the previous microplane models, this is a simpli-
fying assumption that has been justified by matching various test
results. Since fiber damage dominates the overall damage �1�, the
polymer matrix plays a secondary role, which is why an isotropic
damage model for the polymer matrix is sufficient. The cracking
orientation is essential for the tows but not the matrix. Besides,
this simplification has also the advantage of easier programming

Fig. 1 The geometry of RUC for the 2DTBC and its idealization
in microplane model
and computational robustness. Despite this simplifying assump-
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ion, the model is quite flexible. Varying the choice of the evolu-
ion law for the damage variable can produce a wide range of
ailure modes. This law has the form

�e = Ke:�

� = �1 − ���e �8�

here � is the damage variable �0��	1�, Ke is the elastic stiff-
ess tensor for the 2DTBC, and �e is the elastic stress tensor. This
ind of damage has been used with success in a study of the size
ffect on delamination fracture driven by imperfection buckling of
tiff composite skins bonded to a soft foam core of sandwich plate
27� �in that problem, too, the fracture orientation in the foam is
estricted, being dominated by the skin-foam interface�.

The size effect on structural strength is defined as the depen-
ence of the nominal strength �N= Pmax /A on the size D of “geo-
etrically similar,” similarly loaded, structures, where Pmax
maximum load �peak� and A=area of a homologous character-

stic cross section of the structure. It has been proven �36,37� that
hen the material failure criterion is given solely in terms of a

ritical stress �material strength� or critical strain or both, �N is
lways independent of D; i.e., there is no size effect.

When, however, the material failure criterion also contains the
nergy per unit area �the fracture energy GF� or, equivalently, a
haracteristic length lch �or the effective size of the fully devel-
ped fracture process zone, which may here be taken as the size of
he RUC�, then �N decreases with D. This decrease may in gen-
ral be approximately described by Bažant’s size effect law
36–39� provided that a large crack or crack band develops before
he maximum load or that the specimen has a large notch. This
aw represents a smooth transition from the case of no size effect
or D→0 �as in the strength theory� to the maximum possible size
ffect for D→
. The latter is the case of linear elastic fracture
echanics �LEFM� in which case the cross section of structure is

ar larger than lch.
The computational models that do not take GF or lch into ac-

ount generally miss the size effect and can thus be rather mis-
eading. Measuring the size effect in geometrically similar
otched specimens of quasi-brittle material is the simplest and
ost unambiguous way to determine GF and lch.
When the failure occurs right at the initiation of macrofracture

rom a smooth surface, a deterministic size effect of a different
ype occurs provided that lch is not negligible compared with the
tructure. If it is negligible, the Weibull statistical size effect, due
o material strength randomness, becomes dominant �36,37,39�.
owever, this type of size effect, which characterizes maximum

oads reached at macro-crack initiation, is not relevant for the
resent problem and applications.

Although, for the simulation of size effect tests, the isotropic
amage formulation has been found to suffice, there is no reason
or the damage in axial, lateral, and transverse directions to be the

Table 2 Elastic constants predicted by the
comparison

Elastic
constants �=30 deg �=45

�21 0.143 0.14
�31 0.140 0.12
�23 0.110 0.11
E1 �MPa� 67,604 64,17
E2 �MPa� 9709 11,30
E3 �MPa� 10,300 10,35
G12 �MPa� 2500 279
G13 �MPa� 1828 181
G23 �MPa� 1042 104
ame. Given the orthotropy of material strength and stiffness and

21024-4 / Vol. 133, APRIL 2011
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the difference in principal strains, it is better and not too difficult
to allow the damage to be different for each direction. Therefore,
for a general purpose model, we introduce damage variables
�1 ,�2 ,�3 with independent evolution in the principal planes of
orthotropy, i=1,2 ,3,

�ii = �1 − �i��ii
e �9�

where the repeated indices do not imply summation.
For the shear components on these planes, the damage evolu-

tion was initially considered as in the form �ij = �1
−max��i ,� j���ij

e , where i , j=1,2 ,3. It was found, though, that
this formulation of damage due to shear stresses would not predict
the failure modes accurately, and so a different form of damage
has been adopted,

�ij = �1 − �i
m��1 − � j

m��ij
e �10�

where i , j=1,2 ,3 and m is an empirical exponent. Computation-
ally, the value of m=12 is found to lead to agreement with the
observation that the size effect test specimens described in a par-
allel study �34� develop shear damage modes only in the post-
peak regime. For larger values of m, a mixed shear-tension failure,
which was not the observed failure mode, is obtained in simula-
tions. When m is near unity, all specimens in the size effect test
simulations fail by tension, as observed in the tests, but the failure
planes still transmit large shear stresses, which is not realistic.
When m=12 is used, the damage is tensile up to the peak load but
in the post-peak, some mixed shear-tension type failure may be
obtained in simulations.

Equation �10� thus realistically simulates the observed fractur-
ing process in which tensile fracture on a plane must affect the
shear resistance on the same plane. For the opening mode of fail-
ure, however, this shear-tension coupling formulation affects only
the post-peak behavior when m is sufficiently large. Although this
seems to be unnecessary for the simulation of size effect tests, for
a general three-dimensional analysis, a realistic shear-tension cou-
pling would be important for predicting the correct fracture paths,
peak loads, and deformations.

The damage variables �i are functions of history variable �,
which is defined as the maximum effective strain �eff that has been
reached during the previous history. It is expressed as ��t�
=max �eff��� for �	 t �where t or � denotes the time�. The effec-
tive strain is defined as

�eff = ��I�2 + �II�2 + �III�2 �11�

where x�=max�x ,0� and �I� , �II� , �III� are the positive parts of
the three principal strains. This definition of damage corresponds
to a Rankine-type strength envelope with a smooth round-off in
the sectors of two positive in-plane principal stresses. This evolu-
tion law can be used for compressive, tensile, or shear damage of
the material. However, it was found that this simple damage defi-

roplane model and experimental results for

�=60 deg
�=45 deg �2�
experimental

0.149 0.36
0.129 –
0.120 –
64,188 68,530�12,000
15,972 10,780�2400
10,334 –
2583 7520�2200
1808 –
1024 –
mic

deg

4
2
4
2
6
5

7
4
8

nition causes the simulated notched 2DTBC specimens under
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hree-point bending to fracture in shear, which is unrealistic. To
revent such computer simulation results, the argument of the
istory variable is modified as follows:

�eff = c��I�2 + �II�2 + �III�2 +
1 − c

3
��I� + �II� + �III��

�12�

or c=0, the evolution law leads to tensile failure only, while for
=1, the shear failure can also be simulated. In the 2DTBC simu-

ations, reasonable results are obtained using c	0.05 and c
0.01 appears to be the optimal value.
The history dependence of damage variable � is defined as

ollows:

� = g��� =�
0 if � 	 �0

�1 − �1/Em

�1 − �0

1 −

�0

�
� if �0 	 � 	 �1 + �0

1 −
�1/Em

�2 − �1

�2

�
− 1� if �1 + �0 	 � 	 �2 + �0

1 if �  �2 + �0

�
�13�

ere, �0= f t /Em, where f t=tensile strength and Em=modulus of
lasticity of the matrix. The parameters �1 ,�2 ,�1 and f t are related
o the fracturing energy per unit width and area �i.e., per unit
olume� of the crack band, which is

gF = 1
2 �f t + �1���1 − �0� + 1

2�1��2 − �1� �14�

his equation corresponds to a damage law in the form of a bi-
inear curve of the transverse stress versus the average strain
cross the band �i.e., the crack opening divided by the crack band
idth�, see Fig. 2.

Validation and Calibration by Test Data on Elastic
tiffness, Strength, and Size Effect
A program of the present formulation has been introduced into

BAQUS/EXPLICIT �40� as a VUMAT subroutine. First, it was verified
hat the computational model is robust, i.e., never fails during the
omputer simulation �unless the input is totally unreasonable�.
he robustness has been a general feature of microplane models

or many other materials running under explicit integration of the
quations of motion �13,41,42�.

To validate and calibrate the model, three-point bend tests of
ize effect �43–48� were conducted �49� using geometrically simi-
ar notched specimens of the same type as standardized for con-
rete by RILEM �Réunion internationale des laboratoires d’etudes
t d’essai des matériaux� �37,50�. The braider angles in the tests
ere �=30 deg, 45 deg, and 60 deg. The parameters that gave

he best fits of the aforementioned size effect tests are shown in
able 3.
To avoid excessively localized damage and spurious mesh sen-

itivity, which are problems accompanying the size effect, the
icroplane model for 2DTBC is applied in the sense of the crack

ig. 2 Constitutive law for the matrix: „a… strength envelope in
he biaxial stress plane and „b… bilinear softening law
and model �19,37�. In that model, the strain average over the
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crack band width is used and it is assumed that there exists one
optimum finite element size that corresponds to the actual crack
band width h. From observations, this width is roughly equal to
lch, which roughly coincides with the RUC width and serves as the
localization limiter. If larger or smaller finite elements need to be
used, the post-peak part of the response of the microplane model
is adjusted �51� so as to ensure the same energy dissipation per
unit length of the propagating crack band. This is not necessary in
the present problem so the element size in the transverse direction
�i.e., perpendicular to the axial tows and the dominant crack
propagation direction in the specimens� is taken to be equal to the
RUC width, which roughly represents the width h of the propa-
gating crack band.

The crack band model is a simpler substitute for using a non-
local damage continuum �37�. The main objective of the nonlocal
models is to allow element sizes much smaller or larger than the
actual crack band width h without causing spurious mesh sensi-
tivity and incorrect fracture energy dissipation. But such a refine-
ment is not needed for the present problem. Achieving approxi-
mate mesh independence with the crack band model is simpler, in
fact, much simpler, if the element size is kept equal to h. Changes
in the finite element size appear to be unnecessary for the present
problem.

The proper width of crack band and of the element size can be
determined from size effect tests. It has thus been determined as
10 mm in the direction perpendicular to the crack propagation
direction. This size must be considered together with the cohesive
softening law defined by the parameters given in Table 3 in the
sense of crack band model. Thus, the element size within the
fracturing damage zone can be increased or decreased only if the
cohesive softening law is scaled horizontally to yield the same
fracture energy in all cases �an effective detailed procedure, used
in a recently developed commercial code, is presented in Ref.
�51��. In the present simulations, all the elements that lie along the
crack path have exactly this size. The material fracture energies
obtained from the best fits of the size effect test data are shown in
Table 3.

To obtain the values f t, �1, �1, and �2 shown in Table 3 for
arbitrary types of fibers, matrices, and braiding angles, one must
first specify the constituent properties. Next, one must perform
size effect tests of three geometrically similar notched specimens.
It must be ensured that the smallest specimen is small enough and
the largest is large enough compared with the size of one RUC
�this condition is verified if the test results fall into the transitional
size of size effect curve, which is what has happened�. Since the
characteristic material length of the braided composites is rela-
tively small, a large enough specimen can always be produced and
tested.

By virtue of using the size effect law, only the peak loads for
different sizes are needed for identifying the material fracture
properties �37,50�. This makes the tests rather straightforward.
The tensile strength of the matrix, f t, may differ from that reported
by the manufacturer, and thus it needs to be determined when
fitting the peak loads obtained from the size effect tests �the most
effective procedure for that is given in Ref. �52��. The strain at

Table 3 Fracturing parameters employed in the microplane
model for the 2DTBC

Fracture parameters �=30 deg �=45 deg �=60 deg

f t for the matrix, MPa 12.0 12.0 16.0
�1, MPa 11.5 11.5 15.5
�1 6�10−3 3.0�10−3 1.6�10−3

�2 10�10−3 6.0�10−3 5�10−3

�0 at initiation of fracture 1.596�10−3 1.596�10−3 2.128�10−3

Fracture energy, GF, MPa mm 0.747 0.337 0.264
fracture initiation depends on f t and can be approximated as �0
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f t /Em, where Em is the elastic modulus of the matrix. Once �1,
1, �2, and f t are determined, the cohesive fracturing curve is
efined, and only the area under this curve needs to be calculated
o determine the fracture energy, GF.

Figure 3 shows the test results for the notched three-point bend
pecimens of three different sizes. Figures 4–6 show the experi-
ental data for the notched three-point bent specimens of sizes �or

epths� D=76.2 mm, 152.4 mm, and 304.8 mm �the span-to-
epth ratio is 2.58�. Also shown are the simulation results, corre-
ponding to 2DTBCs with the inclined braider tows at angle �
30 deg, 45 deg, and 60 deg. The fits are close for the 2DTBCs
ith inclinations 30 deg and 45 deg. For 60 deg, the fits are not

lose, and for the largest specimen, the peak load was significantly
verestimated �this discrepancy might, of course, be due to ex-
erimental error�.

Figure 7 shows the distributions of the crack opening stress at
eak load for all the specimens of 2DTBC with 30 deg inclined
raiders. Figures 8 and 9 show the stress distributions at peak load
or the same stress component, for the specimens of 2DTBC with
5 deg and 60 deg inclined braiders. Note that the peak stresses
re, and should be, lower than the tensile strength f t� on the mi-
roplanes; the reason is that the tensile peak stress depends not
nly on f t� but also on the shear resistance, the damage evolution
nd localization, and the contribution of microplane stresses to the
tress tensor reduced by volume fraction of tows.

The figures show that for smaller sizes, the fracture process
one occupies a larger percentage of the total volume and vice
ersa for larger sizes. Hence, for very large sizes compared with

ig. 3 The geometry of the specimens and loading configura-
ion of the size effect tests conducted „for small, medium, and
arge sizes, the dimensions were D=76.2 mm,152.4 mm, and
04.8 mm; L=241.3 mm, 482.6 mm, and 965.2 mm; L�
196.85 mm, 393.7 mm, and 787.4 mm; a=12.7 mm, 25.4 mm,
nd 50.8 mm; the out-of-plane thickness t=7.62 mm for all
izes…
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ig. 4 Results from size effect tests of large-size, medium-
ize, and small-size 2DTBC specimens with an inclination angle
=30 deg of inclined braids and their simulation by mi-
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lch, it is expected that the fracture process zone would become
negligible, linear elastic fracture mechanics would apply, and the
post-peak softening law would become irrelevant. Conversely, for
small enough sizes, the softening distributed damage dominates
and must be captured by the constitutive law.

Figure 10 shows the plot of force versus relative displacement
in which the solid curve is a prediction by the model, and the
symbols represent the experimental data obtained in a compact
tension test. The model reasonably predicts the peak load, albeit
with a small shift in the load-point relative displacement, and the
post-peak response seems reasonable. Figure 11 shows the open-
ing mode stress distribution on the compact tension test specimen
immediately after the peak load.

4 Input Data and Calibration of Cohesive Fracturing
Behavior

As the input, the following parameters must be specified: The
volume fractions of the axial and inclined tows, the volume frac-
tion of pure matrix between the tows, the angle between the
braider and axial tows, the maximum out-of-plane slopes of the
undulating tows, and the transversely isotropic elastic properties
of all the fiber tows, which can be calculated from a mesome-
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Fig. 5 Results from size effect tests of large-size, medium-
size, and small-size 2DTBC specimens with an inclination angle
�=45 deg of inclined braids and their simulation by mi-
croplane model for 2DTBC
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Fig. 6 Results from size effect tests of large-size, medium-
size, and small-size 2DTBC specimens with an inclination angle
�=60 deg of inclined braids, compared with computer results

with the microplane model for 2DTBC
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hanical model, e.g., Ref. �9� �used here� or Ref. �34� if sufficient
xplicit experimental data for this purpose are unavailable.

The cohesive fracturing behavior depends on the fracturing pa-
ameters of the matrix phase as well as the inclination angle of the
ias tows. The present numerical results are obtained for a matrix
ith tensile strength f t=86 MPa and with fracturing energy per
nit volume �F=0.915 MPa. This energy represents the area un-
er the complete stress-strain curve of the matrix, including the
ost-peak softening, and characterizes the average behavior over
he width of the fracture process zone or of the crack band.

Based on the present data fitting, the cohesive law for braider
ngles of 30 deg, 45 deg, and 60 deg is characterized by the
arameters listed in Table 3. For intermediate angles, the param-
ter values can be estimated by interpolating the data in this table.

Prediction of the composite properties from the constituents is
ifficult. It is complicated by the fact that the polymer matrix
ithin the tows behaves very differently from the pure matrix in

he bulk. Such differences have already been documented by other

Fig. 7 Stress distribution in „a… sma
size 2DTBC specimens with an in
braids as predicted by microplane m
to the same width, and the finite elem
men sizes; S22 is the normal stress
nvestigators, e.g., Ref. �3�. The average strength of the matrix in
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the composite is reduced by the local stress concentrations around
the microscale fibers and possible partial debonding of the fibers.
More important could be the boundary layers of the matrix that
must exist at the surfaces of the fibers. The volume of these layers
may be of the same order of magnitude as the total matrix volume
since the surface area of all the microscale fibers is very large. The
thickness of these boundary layers is probably equal to the length
of the macromolecular chains of the polymer, and the orientation
of these chains may be predominantly parallel to the fiber surface,
which may conceivably cause the boundary layers to be softer and
less strong than the bulk polymer.

Thus, it is not surprising that close fitting of the fracture data
for the 2DTBC requires the strength of the matrix in the compos-
ite to be equal to about 25% of the strength of the pure matrix in
the bulk. In other words, the cohesive curve must be scaled down
by the factor of 1/4. Note, however, that such estimates of matrix
strength reduction are not universal. Other composite systems
may exhibit different strength reduction factors. Nevertheless, the

ize, „b… medium-size, and „c… large-
ation angle �=30 deg of inclined
el for 2DTBC „the figures are scaled
t sizes were the same for all speci-
pendicular to notch plane…
ll-s
clin
od
en

per
stated rationale may be extended to other systems.
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The fracture energy of the pure matrix is generally not reported
y the material suppliers. However, a crude estimate can be based
n the fact that the fracturing energy per unit volume is propor-
ional not only to the tensile strength but also to the ductility, i.e.,
he limit strain at which the stress gets reduced to zero. Data
tting reveals that this limit strain must be scaled down by the
actor of about 0.1. This can mean that to fit the data, the fractur-
ng energy of the matrix in the composite must be about 40-times
maller than that of the pure matrix in the bulk.

Simulation of Axial Crushing of a Braided Tube by a
ivergent Plug
The calibrated microplane model has been used to simulate,

ith no change in the material parameters, the experimental data
btained from a static axial crush test of a two-layer thick 30 deg
DTBC tube of 100 mm length and 59.69 mm external radius.
he tube is crushed by a diverging plug moving at velocity of 0.2
m/s. Figure 12 presents a section of the geometry of the tube

est. Figure 13 shows the simulation results and their comparison
o the test data. Figure 14 depicts the mesh for one quarter of the
ube and also shows the stress distribution in the direction of the
ube axis.

The numerical simulations are presented for three different val-
es of fracture energy. Initially, up to the peak load, the simulation

Fig. 8 Stress distribution in „a… sma
size 2DTBC specimens with an in
braids as simulated by microplane m
to the same width, and the finite elem
men sizes; S22 is the normal stress
esults coincide. For the larger fracture energy, shown with the
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thin curve, the response fluctuates with large amplitudes similar to
the initial part of the experimental data. This curve also is a pre-
diction by the model because the model parameters are the same
as those determined in the size effect test simulations. Later, how-
ever, the fluctuation of the simulations becomes too large. Still,
the energy dissipated, as calculated from the area under the curve,
approximates reasonably well the experimental value.

The curve for the intermediate value of the fracture energy,
shown with dashed lines, fits the test data best because the energy
dissipated is approximated more closely. The peak load also is
captured. This clearly indicates that depending on the interaction
between the plug and the tube, the apparent fracture energy may
change.

For the smallest fracture energy, the fluctuations after the peak
load are milder but the energy dissipated gets overestimated. This
second curve is plotted to show that the model can be calibrated
by the test of crushing of a tube of one kind and then used in the
simulations of tubes of other kinds.

The load carrying mechanism of the crushing 2DTBC tube con-
sists of circumferential tensile straining enforced by the advance
of the diverging plug. This produces very large, nearly uniform,
tensile strains with cracks almost regularly spaced along the cir-
cumference of the tube. This experimentally observed mode of
deformation is closely reproduced by the numerical simulations.
The results show that for larger values of fracture energy, some

ize, „b… medium-size, and „c… large-
ation angle �=45 deg of inclined
el for 2DTBC „the figures are scaled
t sizes were the same for all speci-
pendicular to notch plane…
ll-s
clin
od
en
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strain localization can take place because otherwise sudden drops
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n the predicted reaction force cannot be explained. The results
lso show that for small enough values of fracture energy, almost
o strain localization takes place and circumferential tensile
trains are uniformly distributed.

Fig. 9 Stress distribution in „a… sma
size 2DTBC specimens with an in
braids as simulated by microplane m
to the same width, and the finite elem
men sizes; S22 is the normal stress
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ig. 10 Prediction by the model of the compact tension test
of a specimen made of 2DTBC with an inclination angle �

30 deg of inclined braids as shown in Fig. 11…
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At the same time, the slabs delimited by adjacent axial cracks in
the composite behave as beam-columns whose axial reaction sig-
nificantly helps in resisting the plug advance. The axial reaction
on the plug is mainly controlled by the buckling resistance of the
beam-columns. Thus, it is not surprising that, in the simulations,
the computer results improve when a larger number of elements
through the thickness are used because the bending of the beam-
column strips can be represented more faithfully. An additional
contribution to the axial resisting force on the plug is the sliding
friction between the plug and the tube but this has been neglected
in the present simulations.

To match the test results, the finite elements, once highly de-
formed beyond a certain strain limit, have usually been removed
from the system in previous finite element simulations. One rea-
son has been that the Jacobian turned negative. But this negative-
ness suggests that the constitutive law for large strains may have
been incorrect. No such unrealistic, though expedient, artifice has
been necessary in the present simulations.

6 Conclusions
The microplane model is an effective approach to the elastic

and fracturing behavior of braided composites, suitable for imple-
mentation as a user subroutine in the ABAQUS/EXPLICIT commer-

ize, „b… medium-size, and „c… large-
ation angle �=60 deg of inclined
el for 2DTBC „the figures are scaled
t sizes were the same for all speci-
pendicular to notch plane…
ll-s
clin
od
en
cial finite element program.
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The size effect tests of notched beams standardized by RILEM
re a good way to calibrate the model of fracturing behavior of
raided composites.

For the 30 deg and 45 deg 2DTBCs, the fits are found to be
ood. For 60 deg 2DTBC, the fits are less accurate but still ac-
eptable, and the peak load for the largest size specimens is over-
stimated.

In the axial tube crush test with the plug speed considered, the
imulated first 11 mm of the plug displacement are found to match
he observed behavior quite closely. Later on, however, the calcu-
ated resisting force fluctuates excessively and decreases with a
iminishing mass density toward realistic values.

The largest energy dissipation is obtained for the 30 deg
DTBC, while the largest strength is obtained for the 60 deg
DTBC. A compromise between the strength and dissipation is
xhibited by the 45 deg 2DTBC.

Since maximizing the energy absorption during the tube crush
s of prime interest, the 30 deg braider architecture in which the
xial tows are parallel to the major axis of the tube seems to
erform best.

Fig. 11 The opening mode stress distribution in the
peak load

ig. 12 The cross section of the setup for the crushing of tube

pecimens made of 2DTBC using a steel plug
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Three simulations, one corresponding to the prediction by the
model and others corresponding to smaller fracture energies, show
that the model is capable of capturing the peak load and predicting
the absorbed energy with reasonable accuracy.

For the larger values of fracture energy, some strain localization
takes place, causing a sudden drop in the simulated reaction force.
For small enough values of fracture energy, almost no strain lo-
calization takes place and circumferential tensile strains are uni-
formly distributed.
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